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ABSTRACT 

The SPINSPAN concept is developed by Vekoma Rides Manufacturing B.V. in Vlodrop, The 
Netherlands. SPINSPAN describes a roller coaster which has seats mounted at both sides of the 
track instead of on top of the track. The fact that the seats can rotate about their own axis puts an 
extra thrill to the ride. The aim of this project is to design a system that drives the passenger seats 
of SPINSPAN. 

To guarantee that the passengers are not subjected to accelerations that could be harmful, 
the position of the seats should be known at all times and under all circumstances. Tne drive 
system sholdd dsc! be fail-safe and foo!pronf 

There are two different types of loads that work on the drive system; the first load is 
needed for accelerating and decelerating the seats. The second type of load is caused by the weight 
of the seats, whenever an offset exists between the centre of mass and the centre of rotation of the 
seats. The maximum load that works on the seat drive is 5 3  kNm.' 

A rotation mechanism design is made that transmits the kinetic energy of the train into a 
rotation. The system's input consists of the shape of cam plates that are mounted on top of the 
track. The mechanism involves wheels that run on the cam plates, causing a rotation of a drive 
shaft. The torque on this drive shaft is transmitted to a drive axle. The passengers' seats are 
mounted to this drive axle. 

The design meets the demands that were stated. In future engineering on SPINSPAN, the 
focus should be on the dynamical behaviour of the drive system and the coach itself. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Roller coaster manufacturers are constantly seeking for innovations to malte their rides more and 
more exciting. In the small business of attractions where the competition is very tough, it is 
important to constantly keep developing new products. 

The velocity and acceleration of the passengers during the ride have the largest influence 
on the experience of a roller coaster. The number of degrees of freedom in which the passengers 
can be moved or accelerated is very important for this purpose. More degrees of freedom imply the 
possibility to malte more complicated, unexpected three-dimensional movements, and therefore 
cause the r;ide t= be =ore spe~ac121ar and t m n v e r l i r t ~ l ~ l ~  rLL-=LL---. 

At Vekoma Rides Manufacturing B.V. in Vlodrop, the Netherlands, the SPINSPAN concept 
has been developed. SPINSPAN is a roller coaster with an extra degree of freedom: the passenger 
seats can rotate about their own horizontal axis (y-axis), which adds an extra thrill to the ride. A 
picture of the SPINSPAN concept is shown in figure I. As can be seen: the seats are placed beside 
both sides of the track. 

This report will describe the design of a mechanism to drive the rotation of the seats. First 
the demands on the design will be stated. Several drive concepts are generated and a definitive 
design will be made. 

2 seats coach configuration 

coach width = 3.9 m 
coach ten@ = 2 rn 
coiumn clearance width = 5.3 m 

p p " "  *- 3 3; 2- 
RIDES WNUFACTURIMG B.V. 

~ 2 o o ? l ~ n w * m s ~  

Figure I :  The  concept design of SPINSPAN 



SPINSPAN DESIGN DEMANDS 

The SPINSPAN concept, as developed by Veltoma Rides Manufacturing B.V., describes a roller 
coaster that has a passenger-seat mounted beside both sides of the track. The seats should be able 
to rotate during the ride. This opens the possibility for a large number of motions, as described by 
Reijnen [I]'. 
There are some technical demands the SPINSPAN design should meet. 

The drive system should be as simple as possible. Beside that it should be lightweight and 
iow in costs. Still the output rotation should have a stroke of at least 360'. 

Acceieration effects 
The magnitude and duration of accelerations that the human body can withstand are limited. 
Roller coaster engineers use maximum values of accelerations that may work on the several 
directions of the human body to guarantee the safety of the passengers. 

The maximum acceleration that a human can withstand strongly depends on the direction 
in which it worlts. An acceleration that is totally harmless in vertical direction can lead to injury in 
horizontal direction. But also positive and negative directions show large differences in the 
maximum allowable acceleration. Therefore it is very important that the position of the passenger 
is known during the whole ride and during all accelerations to prevent passengers from being 
injured. 

To assure a certain capacity for the ride (the amount of passengers on the ride per hour of 
service), a large number of coaches2 are placed behind each other to form a train. The SPINSPAN 
coaches are quite large in overall length to provide enough space for letting the seats make a full turn. 
Due to the large length of the train, accelerations in the fi-ont coach are different from those in the rear 
coach. This asks for a system that dnves the seats on each coach independently, to make the 
accelerations and the ride experience as equal as possible for all coaches. 

General demands for a roller coaster 
Furthermore there are some general demands that apply on each roller coaster design. As roller 

coasters are in operation whole days long during the largest part of the year, reliability is an 
important issue. Also the security of the passengers must be guaranteed which implies that loaded 

. parts should be over-dimensioned. 
Acceleration effects can also cause the weight of the parts to become much higher. The 

maximum acceleration on a roller coaster is 5 G3. This means that the weight of parts can become 
5 times their normal value. These accelerations can work in any direction. 

To make the ride as smooth and comfortable as possible, the dynamical behaviour of the 
train deserves extra attention. The most common vibrations that occur on a roller coaster lay in the 
range of 15-20 Hz. Natural frequencies near this range should be avoided, which gives a very 
rough estimation for the minimal stiffness of the drive system. 

References are stated at the end of this report. 
A train consist of several coaches, which normally carry two persons each. 
1G equals the gravitational acceleration, or 9,81 m/s2 



DRIVE SYSTEM LOADING 

To design a drive mechanism for SPINSPAN, the maximum load should be known. There are two 
different loads that work on the system; a torque that is necessary to accelerate the seats; and a 
parasitic torque that occurs during so called high G-sections (parts of the track with high 
accelerations). 

Accelerating the seats 
When rotating the seats, a couple is needed to accelerate and decelerate the inertial mass. 
The drive couple becomes: 

With: Ma,  , the drive couple [Nm] 

Jsea, , the inertia of the loaded seats [kgm"] 

6 ,  the angular acceleration [rad/s2] 

Calculations show that two seats of IOO kg each, loaded with passengers of 130 kg each, result in 
an inertial second moment of area J of IOO kgm2 for one coach.[~][z] 
The assumption is made that one full rotation should be performed in 1,2 seconds. The first half of 
the rotation the seats undergo a constant acceleration; the second half is used to slow down the 
seats. The maximum angular acceleration then becomes 17,5 rad/s2. 
The drive couple due to accelerating the seats becomes: 

Parasitic acceleration effects 
During the ride, the seats are subjected to accelerations up to 
5 G These accelerations also work on the centre of mass of 
the seats. When the centre of mass of the seats has an offset 
to the axis of rotation, the acceleration forces cause a 
parasitic couple on the seats. This weight couple tends to 
rotate the seats. In figure 2; above the situation is shown 
with an offset, below the situation is shown without an 
offset. Here, the weight force works on the axis of rotation 
and no couple is caused. 

Figure 2: Above: (parasitic) weight 
couple 



The magnitude of the weight couple is: 

With: M,,, ; the parasitic couple [Nm] 

msea, ; the mass of the loaded seats [kg] 

a ; the acceleration of the coach [m/s2] 

vl ; the offset between the centre of mass and the centre of rotation [m] 

k ; the factcr that accmnts fm the she& irnnart r " L J  r-1 

The maximum parasitic couple occurs at maximum mass (460 kg) and maximum coach 
acceleration (5 G). The offset distance is estimated at o,z m and a safety (impact) factor of I,) is 
chosen. 
The maximum parasitic couple becomes: 

M,, = 460-4,5.9,81.0,2-1,3 = 5,3 kNm 

It should be noted that, for safety reasons, the seats are only driven in sections with low G-forces. 
Therefore both couples do not work at the same time. 

Drive power 
For designing a drive concept not only the drive couple is of interest; also the drive power should 
be known. 
As the parasitic couple does not cause a motion, there is no energy being transferred. 
The maximum power that is transferred is caused by the seat acceleration. A full rotation in 1,2 s 
requires a maximum amount of power of 13,z kW per coach. 
When a number of eight full rotations are made during the whole ride, the total amount of energy 
becomes 127 kJ per coach. This energy is used to both accelerate and decelerate the seats. 



DRIVE SYSTEM DESIGN 

The main aspects of the design are displayed in figure 3. The maximum total amount of energy 
that is needed is supplied by an energy source. This energy is transmitted into the rotation of the 
seats. Motion control should assure the proper seat position during the whole ride in a fail proof 
and fool proof way. The output motion (rotation) should be as smooth as possible and accurate up 
to some degrees. 

, 4 , 1 1 MOTIONCONTROL I 
TRANSMISSION I 

BRAKE BEHAVIOUR 

/ ROTATION 1 > 

Figure 3: The design aspects 

SPINSPAN DRIVE CONCEPTS 

Electric motor drive 
The energy source that is most widely used in roller coasters and attractions is electricity. The 
coaches could be provided with electricity by electric contacts on the train that run through electric 
contacts on the track. Each coach would however need a high current controller to control the seat 
rotation. These comDonents are h i ~ h  in mass and in costs. 

Q 

Beside this, the contacts between the track and 
the coach are not really reliable for a roller 
coaster application. The electric components 
(controller, motor etc.) are not designed for use 
under high coaster accelerations. Reliability can 
also for this reason not be guaranteed. In case 
of failure of the electric components, a safe 
position of the passengers cannot be 
guaranteed. 

Figure 4: The trains of the Space Mountain roller 
coaster are equipped wi th  on-board electronics 



Hydraulic seat drive 
Using hydraulics, very high torques can be generated and energy can be stored quite easily. 

Single large accumulator 
The energy that is needed to drive the seats could be stored in a large accumulator that is attached 
to the coach. The accumulator can be filled at the station during unloading and loading of 
passengers. During the ride, the high-pressure oil flows from the accumulator, through the motor 
to a tank. Valves control this oil flow. These control 
valves could be opened and closed with position- 
information from the track (for instance with a cam 
mechanismj. 

As the pressure in the a c c u d a t o r  decreases 
when the oil flows out, several valves are needed to 

: 
control the pressure over the pump. These valves cause 
large pressure-losses and a lot of heat dissipation. 

Figure 5: The hydraulic system with the single 
large accuriiu~ator 

Complete on-board hydraulic system 
To reduce the large mass of the single accumulator, an alternative would be to use a smaller 
accumulator, which is being filled by an on-board pump. This pump could be driven by the kinetic 
energy of the coach/train. A rotation is driven with the oil pressure from the accumulator. The 

accumulator can be filled between two subsequent rotations. 
The pump could be driven by a gear connection 

between the coach and the track. The flow from the pump now 
depends on the velocity of the coach. This means that a part of 
the kinetic energy of the train is transferred into hydraulic 
pressure. 
Valves should control the flow and the pressure with position- 
information from the track. 

Figure 6: The complete hydraulic system 



feckinische univeniteit eindhciven 

These hydraulic solutions however are not fool- and fail proof enough to guarantee the safety of 
the passengers. If the hydraulics should fail and the pressure is lost, the passengers can undergo 

dangerous accelerations. 
Oil leakage could lead to dangerous situations when oil touches the b r a k e j h s  of the train. 

When the brake fins are covered with only a small amount of oil, the brakes are no longer able to 
decelerate the train. 
Beside that, these hydraulic systems are also very high in mass and in costs. 

Figure 7: The seats of the 'Flying Dutchman' coaster are tilted 
hydraulically before departure, requiring a n  on-board hydraulic 
system. 

Cam pipe mechanism 
A mechanical solution would be to use a cam pipe. This pipe runs beside or in between the track 
pipes. Its position relative to the track is the input of the system. This motion is transferred into 
the rotation of the seats. 
Two of these cam mechanisms are described by [I] and [z] .  

The stroke that the cam pipe can make is rather small, due to constructional limitations (e.g. track 
measures). As a result of that, the maximum angle that the cam follower can make is also quite 
small. A large transmission ratio is necessary to gain enough output motion. This means that the 
ingoing couple on the 
cam pipe must be 
extrekefy high. The 
couples and energy 
magnitudes that work 
on the transmission 
parts are too high for 
standard commercial 
driveline components. 

Figure 8: The  SPINSPAN concept design shows a cam pipe mechanism 

Beside the extreme large couples, position errors from the cam pipe are also magnified by the 
transmission ratio. The position precision of normal track pipes is about 3 mm. Compared to the 
maximum possible cam stroke, this would result in a relative input error that is unacceptably high. 
These errors could very well cause the coaster to vibrate in its natural frequency. 



Hydraulic powered cam pipe 
To reduce the couples that work on the transmission, the cam pipe mechanism could be powered 
hydraulically. The hydraulic pressure could deliver a large amount of the energy needed for 
rotating the seats. The mechanical part remains in function in case the hydraulics fail. Thanks to 
the hydraulic powering, wear of the mechanical parts is strongly reduced. Beside that, the oil 
provides the system with damping which is favourable for its dynamic behaviour. 

The idea is to have the robustness and reliability of the mechanical system and the 
advantages of hydraulic energy storage. 

Reside the fact that this so!l~tion is r&er high in l11ass and in costs, there is a problem in 
controlling the oil pressure in the powering-system. To control the flow valves, information is 
needed about the direction in which the powering should work. Normally this is done through a 
flexible element that deforms under steering force. For this application, such a design would not 
be robust enough as a deformable element would not be strong enough to withstand the 
maximum couple. 

Geared neutral drive 
At high speeds it is unpractical to directly gain kinetic energy from the train by using gears. An 
extremely large reduction would be necessary. 
What could be used is the difference in angular 
velocity between two wheels or gears. 

Two shafts rotating at different (high) 
speeds can be connected to a differential. Tne 
output speed of the differential is the difference 
between the two input rotations. This so-called Inputshaft1 

Geared Neutral can deliver very high torques at 
low output speeds. Two possibilities are to drive 
the incoming speeds with friction wheels or with 
gears (a spur gear on the train connected to a 
straight gear along the track). 

- - - - -  

What remains a problem is to control the 
difference in angular speeds in a robust and safe ~i~~~~ g: A geared neutral' planetary gear 
way. Firstly; both incoming speeds must be 
exactly the same when the seats are not rotating. Beside that, the difference in incoming speeds 
when rotating should also be controlled very accurately. 

The accuracy asks for a system with gears, guaranteeing a certain angular speed at the input side. 
But the fact that the train has large differences in velocity, asks for a system that can run with a 

Input shaft 1 Input shaft 2 

01=wz 
n n 

different 'pitch' on the input gear or wheel. Somehow the 
incoming gear velocity should be independent of the train 
velocity. This could be achieved by letting the friction wheels roll 
on different radii. 
Both solutions can however not be combined in one design 
where there is enough accuracy and velocity independence. 

Figure lo: Controlling the input 
speeds offnction wheels using cam 
plate heights 

11 



Step drive 
Another possibility would be to make a combination of a gear transmission and a cam 
mechanism. This system would drive the seats at actual speed; there is no 
reduction ratio. 

The system consists of a wheel that is rotated by a passing cam. 
The contact between the rotating wheel and the cam is made by small 
wheels. The design is quite similar to a component named 'step-drive'. This 
component is widely used in the production industry for driving conveyer 

belts that move in steps. This component is 
very small, compared to the roger coastei- 
application. 

Figure 11: A step 
The most straightforward method would be drive 
to use steel plates as a cam shape. 
The contact-area between the wheel and the cam plate should be as 
large as possible to prevent wear and excessive heat dissipation. 
As the output shaft revolves, this would mean that the angle 
between the cam plate surface and the wheel surface would change 
constantly. Using straight surface wheels, the contact area becomes 
very small under large angles. Wheels -- - _  -\ 

-4 
with rounded surfaces have a ,"*A ._ ,./-, 

/ -- 
constant, but also a small contact (-- _/- 

area. 1 
When the cam wheels can run 
parallel to the cam plate, the contact 
area is constant and has its 2\ '\ \ maximum value. This is the stiffest I, $ \ 
and most favourable situation. The k- 'j, \, , 

1, >:% 

1 i 
worm wheel could however not \ t 

rx simply revolve about an axis \% l,, 
I to the track as shown 
Y 

in figure 13, because the cam wheels ' \$ 
Figure 12: Step drive with cam would interfere with the cam plates at Figure 13: The mechanism 
plates one half of the rotation. (That half of with the wheels running 

the rotation where the wheels would parallel to the plates 
return to the beginning of the cam stroke.) The height of the cam 
wheels is however a degree of freedom on which no torques or forces are applied, Therefore, the 
wheels could be lifted during the second half of the rotation. 

This concept could result in a robust, fail-safe and foolproof 
mechanism for rotating the seats. It is chosen to be the definitive 
concept for the SPINSPAN seat drive. 



DEFINITIVE DRIVE DESIGN 

Above, an adapted configuration of the 'step drive' concept was chosen as the definitive design. In 
this chapter a detailed design will be made for the rotation mechanism according to this concept. 

Design of the rotation mechanism 
The rotating cam wheels are all attached to one 
iarge shaft perpendicular to the track: the drive 
shaft. The attachment is xade  &rough several 
arms that can raise the wheels over the cam 
plates. These 'wheel arms' are attached with a 
joint to the drive shaft's lower part (the yellow 
component in figure 14). 

The height of the cam wheels is controlled by a 
second cam mechanism that runs around the 
drive shaft. This cam lifts the wheel arms up 
during the second half of the rotation and 
avoids interference of the cam wheels with the 
cam plates. 
This second cam mechanism consists of wheels 
(attached to the wheel arms), which run over a 
special height profile. Figure 14: T h e  definitive drive mechan i sm design 
The drive shaft runs through a large diameter 
pipe that is rigidly mountedvto the ciach, coloured grey in figure 14. The height profile plate of the 
second cam is attached to this pipe from the outside. 

A drive axle carries out the transmission between the drive shaft and the seats. This is a fixed axle 
that is widely used in hydraulic driven vehicles, so called off-highway vehicles. The axle is able to 

transmit extremely high couples at very small 
rotational speed. It consists of a short shaft and 
a long shaft connected with a bevel gear. All 
surrounded by a supporting housing. At both 
ends there are mounts where normally the 
vehicle wheels are attached. 
In this application the 

Figure 15: T h e  DANA drive axle tha t  has passenger seats are 
been usedfor  the  definitive design mounted here. 

To correct for shaft misalignment between the drive shaft and drive axle a 
flexible coupling is placed in between. This flexible coupling also provides 
extra damping to the mechanism. 

Figure I 6: T h e  
An exploded view with all components of the mechanism is shown in flexible coupling 
Appendix I. Appendix I1 shows a more detailed section of the mechanism. 

Figure 17: Tvze definitive design with a parted section 
13 



Cam plate design 
To gain a smooth rotation as output, the cam plate should have the form of a sine function. The 

number of cam plates that are needed depends on the number of cam wheels. Following from the 
magnitude of the forces and the measures of the components, the choice has been made to use 
five cam wheels. Vibration frequencies that are caused by the cam wheels first touching the cam 
plates therefore lay in the range 0-6 Hz. The reduction ratio of the drive axle is I,O. 

The magnitude of this vibration can be reduced with a proper cam plate shape. First the 
cam wheel slightly comes in contact with the plate. When the wheel has gained its speed, the cam 
plate starts to perform the input motion. The actual form of the cam plates depends on the rotation 
speed of the seats and the velocity of the train. 

Finark design drawings 
Drawings are presented here which show the drive mechanism built into a coach. 
Note: the seat -, bogie - and coach chassis design have been made for illustrational purposes only. 

The principle of the seat rotation 
mechanism is as follows: 

- The cam plates determine the 
position of the cam wheels 

- The cam wheels are attached 
to the drive shaft with wheel 
arms 

- The motion of the cam wheels 
rotates the drive shaft 

- The cam wheels are lifted up 
after they have made their 
stroke to avoid them from 
interfering with the cam plates 
during the second half of the 
rotation 

- The drive shaft is connected 
to the drive axle, which 
transmits the motion to the 
passenger's seats 

Figure 18: The drive mechanism with the coach 

Design features 
This design for rotating the passengers' seats of 
the SPINSPAN concept has the following 
features: 

- The design is completely mechanical 
and robust, therefore it is fail-safe and 
foolproof 

- The mechanism is statically determined 
- The mechanism can both rotate 

forwards and backwards 
- The number of rotations that can be 

made during a ride is unlimited 
- A rotation of any angle can be made 
- The wear of the wheel surfaces is 

acceptable, due to gradual wheel-cam 
contact and large contact area 

- Wheel surface wear has minimal 
influence on the mechanism 

Figure ig: The coach with a cover over the drive 
mechanism 



Further roller coaster design issues 
Because of the special function of the coaches in this roller coaster; rotating the seats; the next step 
for Vekoma Rides Manufacturing B.V. is to make a design for the coaches and the track. Although 
this design lies outside of the scope of this report, there are still some issues that should be 
mentioned here; 

- As the input motion from the cam plates is of large influence on the ride experience, it is 
important that this input is correct and accurate. The forms of a roller coaster track tend 
to change after several years, causing the ride to become less smooth. To be able to correct 
for track aging and for initiai constructional errors, the cam plates should be mounted in a 
snE  yet adjustable way. it is expected that adjiistment in x direction will be sufficient t~ 
correct for the laAg est errors. 

- Because of the force components that work in y-direction, the track and the coach both 
should be very stiff to withstand these forces. 

- As the drive system for the seats is positioned in the space between the bottom of the 
coach and the track another position for the brake fins, Anti-Roll-Back do$ and the chain 
dogS must be found. These three components are normally positioned underneath the 
coach. 

The anti-roll-back dog prevents the train &om rolling down the lift in case the chain breaks. 
The chain dog is the connection between the train and the lift chain. 



CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

Conclusions 
The system that drives the seats of SPINSPAN should be robust, fail-safe and foolproof. For 
passenger safety, the position of the seats must be controlled at all times and under all 
circumstances. 
The maximum couple that is required for the SPINSPAN seat drive is extremely high and 
calculated to be 5,3 1tNm. 

A ratatiar, mechaaism design is made &at transxits the kinetic energy of the train inta a 
rotation of the seats. It is able to apply the required maximum torque. The system's input consists 
of the position of cam plates that are mounted on top of the track. The mechanism involves wheels 
that run on the cam plates, causing a rotation of the drive shaJt. The torque on this drive shaft is 
transmitted to a drive axle. The passengers' seats are mounted to this drive axle. 

The design meets all demands that were stated. 

Recommendations 
As the design of SPINSPAN involves two heavy seats hanging at both sides, quite far away from 
the track, further engineering on this concept should also be focussed on the natural frequency 
behaviour of the coach/seats. Because the dynamic behaviour of the cam mechanism is of large 
influence on the ride experience, it is an important issue in the design of SPINSPAN. 

As the seats are rotated using kinetic energy, the train velocity changes when the seats are 
driven. The train mass should be large to diminish t'ne changes in velocity. To keep the couples for 
rotating the seats as small as possible, it is important that the seats are designed with a low 
moment of inertia. Beside that it is even more important that the seats are designed with the 
centre of mass lying on the line about which the seats rotate. The centre of mass has different 
positions when the seats are unloaded or loaded. Therefore it is recommended that further 
research will be done on a system that could automatically position the centre of mass onto the 
line of rotation of the seats. 

The use of cam mechanisms causes large forces on the track in y-direction. It is important 
that a track is used that is very stiff in y-direction. Deformation of the track could also lead to larger 
errors in positioning the seats. The coaches' side-wheels should also be pre-tensioned strongly. 

For safety it is recommended that the train will mostly be used in 'inverted' position. This 
means that the train is hanging underneath the track, rather than riding on top of it. Because the 
seats can easily be rotated the influence on the ride experience is rather small. For safety reasons 
however it is better to use the inverted position, as no objects can fall between the cam plates and 
obstruct the train and its rotation mechanism. 
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APPENDIX I 

Exploded view of the drive mechanism 

1 : drive axle: DANA, axle 1 1 1, Spicer Off-highway products 
2: flexible coupling: KTR ROTEX DF 
3: drive shaft: pipe with flanges 
4: upper bearing: SKF single row taper roller bearing 32926 
5: outer pipe with wheel height profile (this part is rigidly mounted to the coach chassis) 
6: lower bearing: SKF single row deep groove ball bearing 61826 
7: height wheel 045 mm 
8: connection rod wheel-ann to height wheel 
9: drive shaft lower flange 
10: drive shaft lower part 
1 1 : wheel-am 
12: cam wheel 0300 mm 



APPENDIX I1 

Section of the drive mechanism 


